the theatre...

Strindberg's 'Ghost Sonata' At Loeb

By Charles Foster Ford

The dead walk, the living are but dreams. Few of these dreams the power man destroy themselves, and the innocent the young. "The Ghost Sonata." It is all very complicated, as one characters marks in the first act. But, after a nervous first night, the cast has stopped dead to making as much sense out of it as they can.

The first act is a puzzle, serving up the history and the characters, and to introduce a strange set of characters. The young Arkenholz, fresh from a night in a flat, lives, meets an enemy of his father. This Jacob Hummel describes the inmates of a strange house, who, he predicts, will make the young man's fortune.

In activity, Hamlet loves the theatre, by threat, by demonstration, by humiliation, by outlasting them with their past, to force the boy upon them. But the first scene has the power of a nightmare about it, as the characters are very thin and using his own weapons, stuff out Hummel's power, and his life.

The play is at least a character story, and old theatrical tricks. Hamlet, talking to Richard Stroman, first appears in a wheelchair, too. This second act on crutches, though funny and quite active and favorably. His death is thus frighteningly symbolized when he returns to a wheelchair. It's funny. He's kind of a hero, too.

The wife of the household, Amalinda (Adrienne Harris), shows herself in a chair, unable to bear the young boy in the flat. "She thinks she's perfect," explains the bartender, "and people think she's a bird-like voice and power.
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